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Abstract: The near degeneracy of the neutrino masses—a mass symmetry—allows condensed
neutrino objects that may be the Dark Matter everybody is looking for. If the KATRIN terrestrial
experiment has a neutrino mass signal, it will contradict the analysis of the Planck Satellite Consortium
reduction of their raw cosmological microwave data. Using Condensed Neutrino Objects as the Dark
Matter along with Coma Galaxy Cluster data, we predict that KATRIN will indeed see a neutrino
mass signal. If this physics drama unfolds, there will be profound implications for cosmology,
which are discussed in this paper.
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1. Introduction—What is at Stake Here

The Planck Satellite Consortium (PSC) reduced their raw cosmological microwave data using
the ΛCDM model (lambda cold Dark Matter), with a critical assumption that neutrinos were in
thermodynamic equilibrium with Baryonic Matter in the Early Universe. However, that assumption
may be wrong [1]. If neutrino flavors are Dirac Fermions, they will possess a magnetic dipole moment
~µ. Radiation losses will ensue from the magnetic moment flipping about in Chaotic Early Universe
magnetic fields [1]. Importantly, the radiation loss Prad is independent of the tiny neutrino magnetic
moment because it depends, instead, on its time-rate of change |~̇µ|, which varies from 0 to ∞

Prad =
2

3c2 [γ
8(~β · ~̇β)2~̇µ2 + · · · . (1)

In Equation (1), γ is the familiar Lorentz factor 1/
√

1− (~β)2 with ~β ≡ ~v/c with dots · signifying
time-derivatives and ~v is the neutrino velocity.

From their neutrino assumption, PSC derived [2] in 2018

∑
i

mi < 0.12 eV/c2, (2)

where i = e, µ and τ flavor mass neutrinos.
The KATRIN Consortium [3] is doing a terrestrial laboratory measurement of the electron neutrino

mass (from beta-decay) and has ultimate sensitivity (after 5 years data accumulation) of 0.2 eV/c2

for this one neutrino flavor. According to Equation (2), this is a useless effort involving large sums
of money, time and human resources, because KATRIN’s sensivity is not sufficient and would be
expected to return a null result. Thus KATRIN and PSC have a competition, which is the unfolding
physics drama. Recently, KATRIN has published their first data review [4] with the result

me < 1.1 eV/c2. (3)
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It has been argued in References [1,5,6] that the neutrino radiation losses, coupled with the
expansion of space-time, allowed neutrino condensation to occur. This neutrino condensation would
result in Condensed Neutrino Objects (CNO) forming, which would be the Dark Matter everyone is
looking for.

Unique signatures have been identified [5,7] that allow observational astronomy to key in on
these CNO, which are non-relativistic degenerate objects.

Because of neutrino flavor mixing, we now know that neutrinos have essentially degenerate
masses as (e = electron, µ = muon, τ = tau) mi=e,µ,τ = m + ∆mi with |∆mi |

m < 1 and probably |∆mi |
m � 1.

The quantity m ≡ mν is the degenerate neutrino mass (called the neutrino mass scale). In the neutrino
equation of state, used for the equation of equilibrium that determines the CNO structure, mν is
the parameter.

The CNO mass-radius relationship is predicted to be [5]

M(R) ' 1.97462× 1015M�
R3m8

ν
, (4)

where M(R) is the mass of the stable CNO having radius R in units of Mpc and mν is in units eV/c2.
Using this mass-radius relationship, observational data from weak lensing galaxy clusters has been
fitted [5,6] in Figure 1, which allows the neutrino mass scale mν to be identified

mν = 0.827± 0.059 eV/c2. (5)

Figure 1. CNO fit to weak lensing data, which gives the neutrino mass scale [5,6].

Thus KATRIN can confirm or refute Equation (5) which will have enormous implications for
modern astrophysics and cosmology. Confirmation by KATRIN of a neutrino mass within these
bounds would certainly identify CNO theory as the Dark Matter. This finding would suggest that the
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raw Planck satellite data be reprocessed, with now magnetic degrees of freedom replacing the neutrino
degrees of freedom, as originally suggested in [5]. Most importantly, the PSC value for their Hubble
Constant would be expected to change.

In this paper, in place of weak lensing data with many different galaxy clusters, we instead use a
single galaxy cluster’s kinematic data (Coma Galaxy Cluster), to derive the neutrino mass scale, mν,
with CNO as the Dark Matter.

2. Using Coma Galaxy Cluster Data to Derive the Neutrino Mass Scale

It was shown in [8] that matter (cluster gas and member galaxies) embedded within a CNO
undergoes simple harmonic motion (SHM), with periods ranging from millions to hundreds of
millions of years. The fastest galaxy in a cluster would thus be near the CNO center. Because the Coma
Cluster has hundreds of galaxy members, statistically there is a high probability that one would be
randomly found near the CNO center. For this research, we identify the CNO center as location of the
fastest member galaxy. We now derive the fundamental equation that connects the fastest member
galaxy speed to the Dark Matter CNO.

The physics of CNO are simple: degeneracy pressure (Pauli Exclusion Principle) supports the
Object from gravitational collapse. Being condensed matter, the individual CNO are distinguished
by the value of their Fermi momentum (p f ) at the center. The variable x = p f /mνc (reduced Fermi
momentum) enters the equation of equilibrium. The different CNO are distinguished by their different
boundary value at the center x(0). The CNO that the Local Group seems to be embedded in [6,7] has
x(0) = 0.013 to possible 0.0225.

2.1. The Fundamental Equation

We derive the energy of a galaxy as it starts at an initial radius rint (formed there) and reaches
the center of the CNO. Let dEKE be the (positive) change in kinetic energy that it experiences when
it goes a distance ~dr closer to the CNO center. The work done by the CNO on the infalling galaxy is
dEKE = −~F · ~dr, where ~F = −GMCNO(r)MGALAXY/r2 r̂ and ~dr = −dr r̂

dEKE = −~F · ~dr

= −GMcno(r)MGALAXY
r2 dr. (6)

Now dEKE = d( 1
2 MGALAXYV2) So the integration of Equation (6) becomes

V2
f inal −V2

initial = −
∫ r f inal

rint

2GMcno(r)
r2 dr. (7)

Now if we identify that galaxy that has the greatest speed, relative to the Coma Cluster redshift,
then that galaxy will have the properties

1. The location of the galaxy is at or near the center of the CNO.
2. The measured speed of that galaxy will satisfy the equation

V2
measured = +

∫ R0

0

2GMcno(r)
r2 dr, (8)

where R0 is the radius of the CNO and Mcno(r) is the mass interior to radial coordinate r. Equation (8)
is the maximum speed a galaxy can have and still be bound by the Dark Matter. Determining V2

measured
from the experimental data will allow us to use Equation (8) (evaluated numerically) to determine the
CNO x(0) parameter.
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2.2. Experimental Data

Reference [9] gives the list of identified galaxies in the Coma Galaxy Cluster, given by their
GMP number [10]. The fastest galaxy belonging to the Coma Cluster is GMP = 3176, Reference [9],
vradial = 9811 km/s. With the Coma Cluster red shift corresponding to 6917 km/s, the relative speed is
2894 km/s, or squared in m2/s2 = 8.375× 1012. The CNO configuration (condensed neutrino solutions
are explained in Reference [8]) that satisfies this speed squared, using Equation (8), has x(0) =

0.010, with solution 8.953×1012 m2/s2. Because the data is only line-of-sight speed, then within the
uncertainties of the problem, these two quantities are close enough.

Equation (8) only determines the CNO boundary condition x(0). The Coma Cluster solution
x(0) = 0.010 has massM010 and radiusR010

M010 =
9.809× 1014

m2
ν

M� (9)

R010 =
1.2625

m2
ν

Mpc, (10)

where mν is in units of eV/c2. To bound mν we need an estimate of the amount of Dark Matter in the
Coma Galaxy Cluster.

The amount of Dark MatterMComa in the Coma Galaxy Cluster has been estimated by reference [11],
with 30% error. Their answer (with the factor 0.85 being their estimate of the Dark Matter contribution):

MComa = .85× 1.4× 1015h−1
70 M� ≡ Q(h70) (11)

The variation of Q with h70 is

|δQ| = Q| δh70

h70
| (12)

Noting that the variation of h70 in 2019 is [12,13]

δh70

h70
' ±.1. (13)

The maximum Coma Dark Matter maxMComa estimated from [11] is

maxMComa ' (1. + .3)(1 + .1)Q|h70=1 = 1.43Q|h70=1

' 1.7017× 1015 M� (14)

The minimum Coma Dark Matter minMComa estimated from [11] is

minMComa ' (1.− .3)(1− .1)Q|h70=1 = 0.63Q|h70=1

' 0.7497× 1015 M�. (15)

Using Equation (9) gives the prediction

0.759 eV/c2 <∼ mν
<∼ 1.1 eV/c2. (16)

Equation (16) is essentially the same as Equation (5), but now derived from kinematic data from a
single galaxy cluster, instead of weak lensing data from many clusters of galaxies. We give in Table 1,
the Coma Cluster CNO x(0) = 0.010 solution. Assuming a Coma Cluster distance of 101.3 Mpc [11],
we plot the CNO in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Dark Matter Condensed Neutrino Objects (CNO) Coma solution.

Physical Parameter Value Value mν = 0.759 eV/c2

CNO (Dark Mass) mass 9.809×1014

m2
ν

M� 1.7× 1015 M�
CNO radius 1.2625

m2
ν

Mpc 2.191 Mpc
CNO center (J2000) α 12 59 46.28 δ +27 44 46.1

Figure 2. Approximate location of the CNO center using fastest galaxy GMP = 3176, which has
offsets R.A. +0.0579 arc-minutes and Dec −13.465 arc-minutes. The figure background is taken from
reference [9], which shows the actual Coma Galaxy Cluster. At a distance of 101.3 Mpc, the 2.191 Mpc
CNO radius translates to 74.35 arc-minutes.

In Figure 3, we plot the radial variation of the reduced Fermi momentum x, while in Figure 4,
we plot the Coma Cluster CNO Dark Matter density.
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Figure 3. Spatial variation of the reduced Fermi momentum x for the CNO having boundary value
x(0) = 0.010. The units of length are 46128.98 pc/m2

ν with mν in units of eV/c2.
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Figure 4. CNO mass density for x(0) = 0.010 CNO. The units of mass density are 1.76307× 10−20m4
ν

gm/cm3 with mν in units of eV/c2.

3. Implications of a KATRIN Neutrino Mass Signal

Assuming a mass signal along the lines of Equation (5):

1. The KATRIN terrestrial experiment will have identified Dark Matter as Condensed Neutrino
Objects.

2. The raw Planck satellite microwave data will have to be re-processed with the neutrino degrees
of freedom removed, and in their place, magnetic field degrees of freedom inserted.

3. It is expected that the PSC value of the Hubble Constant will be changed.
4. With the advent of CNO in the Universe, the dynamics of galaxies embedded in CNO can be

studied. That is, the orbits of galaxies embedded in CNO can be computed.
5. The section 26 ‘Dark Matter’ in the Review of Particle Physics [14] which describes Dark Matter

as a collection of WIMPS, Axions, etc becomes fiction and the hundreds of references it cites
become irrelevant.

6. It is expected that CNO will greatly influence the evolution of structure in the Early Universe.
7. CNO have a maximum mass that their internal pressure can support. Exceeding that mass results

in CNO gravitational collapse to colossal Black Holes that greatly perturb the Cosmic Microwave
Radiation field around them. This provides an experimental signature for their discovery.
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